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This is for anyone who wants to be a part of something. For those who like the thrill of being rewarded
for a job well done or punished for causing trouble. This is the Dark Wolf Pack. We are currently looking
for members. Comment if you're interested.
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1 - Alpha Wolves

There are two Alpha wolves in the pack, one male and one female of course. The dominant Alpha is
responsible for leading the pack on hunts, establishing pack territory and its safety, accepting strangers
into the pack or driving errant wolves out of the pack. They are responsible for keeping in order and in
control and will take many precautions to see that the pack is not disturbed. Each pack member is
considered family but respect is still persistent. In role-playing, the Alpha couple is always the first to eat
from a kill, gets the biggest portions and choicest cuts of food, and receives the best sleeping areas.
They tell the pack what to do, where to go, and how to work without question from their members.
Keeping things at a strict basis is their way of showing their care and concern for the pack-mates.

Alpha Male & Leader - Thayne Lykens (Me)

Alpha Female - Melissa Daily



2 - Beta Wolves

The Beta rank is the highest ranking wolf in the pack, just below the Alpha couple. The Beta wolf is
essentially the second in command of the pack and beyond this most significant point, the Beta is
otherwise similar to wolves in the High rank. When the Alphas are absent (which for reason can be
surveying areas, choosing new territory, editing sites, etc), it is the Beta's job to make sure the pack is
organized and under control. When problems occur in the pack, the Betas report to the Alphas and allow
the Alphas to take control. When the Alphas are, indeed, away for a time, these wolves are next in
authority and demand the same respect and control from their pack-mates.

Beta Male -

Beta Female -



3 - Dark Wolves

These wolves are highly recognized by the Alphas and well respected by the rest of the pack, even
feared. They are the third rank under the Betas and demand respect more to them than to their Alphas.
Their loyalty and compassion to the Alphas, however, is without fail. When things go wrong, the Alphas
or the Betas call on these wolves to help maintain the pack and keep it together. They are feared by the
lower ranking wolves and will take measures to maintain the pack and keep it together. Think of them as
enforcers or police. Their ways are mysterious and shadowed, but their fighting spirit is unmatched.

Dark Wolves -



4 - Shadowed Wolves

Wolves such as these are under the Dark Wolves. They are servants to the Dark wolves and assist them
in supporting the Alphas and providing for the pack. If they sense a disturbance in the pack, they report it
to the higher-ups and wait for their next order. These well-determined wolves do, of course, envy the
Dark Wolves, yet still maintain their submission to their leaders.

Shadowed Wolves -



5 - Elder Wolves

These wolves aren't really considered "of old age". This rank shows that they have been here and have
done their hardest work to know everything about the pack. They are seen to the Alphas as responsible
and are given more choices, such as: Create their own packs in role-playing, or become "substitute
wolves" when the Alphas are gone. They are able to watch over the pack and keep it in control until the
Alphas return safely.

Elder Wolves -



6 - Hunters

The name says it all. They can either gather food or service for the pack or track down the ones that
appear threatening. They mostly introduce recruits to the Alphas to see whether or not other wolves can
be accepted. They also protect the pack by fighting off enemies or predators. If there are ones that are
threatening the pack, they take on the role of "decoys" until the pack has found safety. Once the "coast
is clear", they meet up with the pack hours later.

Hunter Wolves -



7 - Scouts

They are somewhat the suppliers of the pack. They track information that is needed if the pack is in
danger. They survey the territory grounds. If the pack is threatened, they report it to the Hunters and let
them assume their role. Reporting such to the Hunters and showing their loyalty to the pack gets them
respect from the Alphas.

Scout Wolves -



8 - Delta Wolves

The Deltas are the guardians of the higher ranks. They protect the Alphas, Betas, Dark Wolves,
Shadowed Wolves, Elders, and even themselves from dangerous situations. The pack admires these
warriors because of the service they provide for the pack. They are fearless, dominant, and worthy of
receiving admiration from the Alphas.

Delta Wolves -



9 - Guardians

As their name implies, yes they are the guardian wolves. They protect the pack with their lives. If the
pack is threatened and the Hunters and Scouts are in danger, they take their place and fight for the
safety of the pack. Unlike the Deltas (who protect the higher authorities), these wolves protect the rest of
the pack.

Guardian Wolves -



10 - Adults (Regulars)

These are the wolves that work hard and are ready to leave the pack to start a new one or stay where
they currently are and help support the pack. This rank is the most noticed and because of this, they are
energetic and eager to earn the Alphas attention. When a pack member creates an account for the howl
and makes their first post, they are immediately rewarded this rank. Moving past this rank depends on
their dedication and hard work.

Adult Wolves -



11 - Omega Wolves

There are usually two Omega wolves in the pack, one male and one female, similar to the Alphas, but at
the opposite end of the pack ranking system. The Omega pair have no authority in the pack except over
pups (to support the Elders) and virtually no rights. Omega wolves do not partake in pack hunts. Instead,
they remain at the dens and watch over the pack's pup litter, teaching them skills and providing advice
for them that are given from the Alphas or Betas. As the last allowed to feed from kills, these wolves get
the leanest and worst Portions of meat and typically risk starvation during poor hunting periods. Although
they moved past the rank of "Scavengers", the Omega rank simply means they are in the pack and this
will test their loyalty and commitment.

Omega Male - Corey Noll

Omega Female - Kristina Ham (LadyAnime79)



12 - Scavengers

These are wolves who have not been fully accepted into the pack, yet. They follow the pack from far
away and, after the pack's meal is finished, they eat what is left behind. These wolves have no rights
whatsoever and are not allowed to participate in the pack's activities. They cannot have information of
the pack, nor receive any news, updates, member information, etc. They are on hold until the Alphas
approve and accept them into the pack. Once they are accepted, they are instantly moved up to the
Omega rank.

Scavenger Wolves -
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